Video Conferencing Solutions
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD)
Video Conference Educational Content

Aligned to the National Curriculum

SMARTIE Classes
Model how you can use cool technologies across the KLAs. Events regularly scheduled throughout the term so every student in your school can participate.

Festivals
Be part of a community during our week long VC Festivals. During these weeks students, teachers and organisations have the opportunity to work together to learn new skills, share ideas and collaborate on projects.

Calendar events
ELECTROBOARD offers as part of our VC calendar a range of events facilitated by teachers, cultural institutions and professional education services via video conference.

Community Video Conference Projects
Participate in our SMART projects facilitated by content providers, teachers and ELECTROBOARD staff. SMART projects engage deeply in an area of learning to solve a problem or create a digital artefact.

Contact an ELECTROBOARD Education Consultant for more information.

www.electroboard.com.au
1800 622 800
Video Conferencing Solutions

SINGLE SCREEN

Polycom HDX 6000
1. Single 52” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-6000-SHARP-S52WM
2. Single 60” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-6000-SHARP-S60WM

Polycom HDX 8000
3. HDX8000 Single 52” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-8000-SHARP-S52WM
4. HDX8000 Single 60” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-8000-SHARP-S60WM

DUAL SCREEN

Polycom HDX 8000
5. Dual 52” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-8000-SHARP-D52WM
6. Dual 60” Wall Mounted SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-8000-SHARP-D60WM

MOBILE TROLLEY

Polycom HDX 6000
7. Single 52” Mobile Trolley SHARP LCD
   DEECD-VCBNDL-6000-SHARP-S52MT
8. Single 60” Mobile Trolley SHARP LCD
   VICDEECD-VCBNDL-6000-SHARP-S60MT

All bundles include: Installation & Commissioning | System Testing | Basic User Training | Freight to VIC DEECD Schools | 36 Month Warranty with Support and Maintenance

Plasmas or LED Screen available on request

Video Conferencing Technical Support

1800 number for support and pre-testing service for any ELECTROBOARD video conference ensuring a smooth connection everytime

Warranty support for your VC unit

Training Development Pathways

Basic Training
Live or pre-recording basic training is free for all ELECTROBOARD VC customers and technical staff.

Ongoing Training
All training is aligned to National Professional Teaching standards from Beginner to Leadership levels.

Integrated Training
ELECTROBOARD provides training on integration of video conferencing with other technologies such as IWBs, iPads and SMART Response.

Contact your regional ELECTROBOARD Consultant for more information.

www.electroboard.com.au
EducationVIC@electroboard.com.au
1800 622 800

Digital Learning Experience Vouchers

28 x 1hr $50 Digital Learning Experience Vouchers 24 Months Valued @$5,600
2 x 1hr Development Pathway Vouchers Per School for 24 Months Valued @$480

Purchase an ELECTROBOARD Polycom video conferencing solution and access 30 Digital Learning Experience Vouchers for free.

Video Conferencing Technical Support

1800 number for support and pre-testing service for any ELECTROBOARD video conference ensuring a smooth connection everytime

Warranty support for your VC unit

www.electroboard.com.au
EducationVIC@electroboard.com.au
1800 622 800